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Season
R~served Seat
Sale to Start
Students who bought $6 fall
and winter athletic event cards
may
purchase
reserved
season basketball tickets for '
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Reserved season basketball
tickets will be available for
.'.
$5 after Nov. 15. Students
must present both their fall
'. ,'. '.
and winter activity cards. T o . .,'
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Benefit $how
Set for Sunday
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winter fee statement to the
Student Activities Office in
the University Center.
At the beginning of winter
term, students possessing
winter athletic event cards
will have priority on the remaining
reserved season
tickets.
If a student uses either
his athletic event carea or his
activity card to purchase the
reserved tickets cards, he can
no longer use these cards for
entran{:e to the basketball
games.
The athletic ticket office
will be open from I until 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday
for the purcbase of tickets.

Poet Will Speak
About His Work
Thomas Kinsella, prizewinning Irish poet now on the
SIU faculty, will read selections from his own poetry in
a program at B p.m. today in
the Family Living Laboratory
of the Home Economics
BuildIng.
The program, sponsored by
the Department of Englisb,
is free.
Kinsella was awarded the
highly regarded Guinness
Poetry Award in 195B for a
selection from his book,
"Another September." Both
that work and a 1962 publication, "Downstream," were
selections of the London Poetry Book Society.
In addition to his writings,
Kinsella has 'ectured and read
his poetry throughout Ireland
and England. In recent years
he has lectured at the San
Francisco Poetry Workshop.
He also has read poetry at
the New York PO"!try Center,
Harvard University, Amherst
College, Boston University,
the Univ~rsity of Chicago, the
University of California and
the University of Washington.
Kinsella currently is artistin-residence in the Department of English.

FIRST GIFT - President Delyte W. Morris made
one of the first gifts to the Spirit of Christmas
fund drive which opened OIl campus and in Car~
bondale this week. Accepting the gift were Mike

Peck (left) and Ken Wolfsen (right), cochairmen
of the drive which is raising money to btl3, Christmas gifts for soldiers in Viet Nam.

Three Others Injured

Inqltest Into 3rd TraJJic Fatality
OJ Quarter Is Slated Jor Today
An inquest into the death of
Oral E. Bond,IB-year-oldSIU
freshman from Wheaton, will
be held at 7:30 p.m. today.
Bend was killed when the
car he was a passenger inran
.off 111inois 13 east of Carbondale and smashed into a tree
early Saturday morning.

President ~ulogizes Swar,z
For Hjs ~ontribution to SIU
President Delyte W. Morris
.. As a scholar he was
issued the following statement equally at home writing a textMonday in connection with the book, an educational report
death of Willis G. Swartz, or papers for the, learned
former dean of the SIU journals. As an administrator
.Graduate School:
he
guided the graduate
"Dean Willis G. Swartzwill program at Southern 111inois
be long remembered at University through its difficult
Southern lllinois University fO~~~~~e~~ar!f colleagues
as
a
teacher, scholar, and thousands of students will
administrator and a friend. continue to honer him for his
Many years ago he established
with students a reputation as mastery of the field of governa teacher whose cour:.. es ment, his keen wit, his high
should be taken even by those ~~~~~~~~~din:~~ his broad
whose speical interest did not
Stories
<..Overing
Dean
require them.
Swartz's 35-year association
"His hospitality, sympathy With SIU and tributes from a
and concern for students from number of his collegues
other countries is already a appear on Page 5 in today's
legend .Q!1. o.~r.~ampus.
. C'.:: Q:!!Ay".¥~ua~,;,:

A drive to raise $5,000 to
purchase Christmas gifts for
American servicemen in Viet
Nam got under way on campus
and in Carbondale Monday.
Before the campaign, called
the "Spirit of Christmas:' officially began, about $670 had
been contributed from persons
in !llinois and Missouri who
had heard of the students'
efforts to raise the money.
It will be used to send gilts
to the men of the 1st Brigade
of the 10ist Airborne Division,
formerly stationed at Ft.
Campbell, Ky. The brigade has
been in the thick of fighting
in Viet Nam.
Carbondale's
merchants
have been soliCited for individual gifts and most of them
have permitted the students of
Thompson Point. sponsors of
the drive, to place donation
containers in their estabJishments.
In addition the Downtown
Carbondale Merchants Association backed the project
with an ad in the Southern lllinoisan urging allCarbondale
residents to donate to the
drive.
Both the TP Executive
Council and the Carbondale
Campus,. ~nate have made
sizable contributions to the
drive. And a number of individual students. faculty and
staff m e m b e r s, including
President Delyte W. MOrriS,
have made personal contributions.
But the biggest student push
will be an all-student talent
show at B p.m. Sunday in
Shryock Auditorium.
Tickets for the show, which
will include a Wide range of
talent inc Iud i n g singers,
dancers and musicians, are
now on sale at the Student
Activities Office for $1.
TP officials are negotiating with Ray Otis, KX(,i( disc
jockey. to be master of
ceremonies for the show.

Bond was the third fatality issued her a ticket for failure
in the mounting number of to yield right of way.
traffic aCCidents involving SIU
The aCCident occurred in
students this year. Three stu- the intersection in front of
dents have been killed in less the Carbondale City Hall.
than fa .I week,,;.
The two other students who
Three other students were were killed were Duane
US
in the car Saturday morning Antrim, 19, of Peoria and
when, according to State John E. Kronenberg, 18, also
Police. another car passed of Peoria.
In connection with the
their car too closely and
Antrim death the Action Party
forced them off the road.
is
presenting a petition to be
One passenger, Charles E.
Varley. IB, of Glen Ellyn, is signed t'n the Activities area
of
the University Center. A
in St. Luke's Hospital in St.
Louis, where he is reponed table is set up there as part
of
a membership drive by
to he in satisfactory condition.
Gerald R. Gross, 19,'ofOak th~ group.
According
to Rohert J.
Lawn, and Bruce W. Hyland,
19, of Decatur, the driver. Wenc, Action Party chairman,
were listed in satisfactory the petition "deplores the
condition in Doctors Hospital. procedure.,; used in the Antrim
case., We further believe this
Another car - motorcycle case typifies the attitude of
aCCident Friday sent Douglas Carbondale officials toward
Becl~er, IB, Rock Isla.nd, to students. ,.
Doctors Hospital, wbp.re he is
The group is protesting the
reponed in satisfactory con- fine
assessed
Floyd
dition.
Crawshaw, former Jackson
Becker was charged with County coroner, who admitted
Gus says even if his
driving too fast for conditions striking Antrim's motorbike professors do let him aown
after his cycle, traveling east and then leaving the scene when they mark up the fall
on Main Street, collided with of the accident. Crawshaw was term grades he thinks his
a car driven by Pauline Pulley, fined $100' and $5 costs by draft board will remember
Marion, who was traveling Magistrate _ Roben W. him With a Christmas preswest ,on .. Main,Street•. Pollce ...Schwartz.
.. ... ·enr.·
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•
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Child Development Program

Nursery Center Provides
Instructional Recreation
By Bonita Troutt
Activities at the Child
Development Center are in full
swing. The center, located
on the first floor of the Home
Economics Building. provides
nursery day care for a group
of area children. .
Madonna· Majer'lik, insrructor in the Department of
Home and Family, is director
.o.f.th.e_ce.n.t.er••_ _ _ _ _ _..

See IJ. For "Full CO".........

Auto & MoIw Scoot ...

INSURANCE
. Fin ... clal R......... iloUlty filing.
EASY PAYMENT PLAMS

3,6 or 12 Mo"th.

FINANCIAL RESPONSI&ILITY
POLICIES

FRANKliN
INSURA.NCE
A.GENCY
703 S. Illinois Avo.
Phono 457·4461

The children are selected
according to age and sex and
are placed into one of two
gr~:s. group consists of 16
children ranging in age from
2 years, 9 months to 3 years,
9 months. This grOlAI' meets
daily from 9 a.m. to noon.
Four days a week they eat
lunch at the school.
'In the group which meets
from 1 to 3:30 p.m. are 18
children, ranging in age from
3 years, 9 months to 4 years,
9 months.
An effon is made to equalize
the number of boys and gi-.:ls,
but this is not always possible,
said Mrs. Majernik.
Much thought is given to the
activities program which c..nsists of both indoor and O!.ltdoor recreation.
Pan of the outdoor .recreation time is devoted to SCience
excursions. The findings of
the children are brought back
to the center and made into
a display.
At other times, the children
plant seeds and observe the
growing plants.
The indoor activities consist
of stories, finger plays, nature
and science experiments, and
physical education. MUsical
games are a favorite of all
the children.
In
addition
to
Mrs.
Majernik, 23 student assistants help in the laboratory.
The students are enrolled in
advanced classes in child
development.
An observation area is provided
for
students
in
practicum classes.
Once each term, Mrs.
Majernik meets with the
parents
of the children
attending the nursery school.
The center is design'~d to
benefit .eachers, students,
parents, children and the
community.

HOWDY FOLKS-This scene at the Theta Xi
&atemity bouse was typical of the greeting given the many parents who visited campus Satumay
as pa..~ of Parents Day Activities. Here (left to

Angel Flight

37 Coeds Pledged To SIU Air Auxiliary
Angel Flight, the women's
auxiliary to Arnold Air
Society, has pledged 37 Dew
members.
The pledges were chosen
from 125 applicants on the
basis oftalent, appearance and
personality.

Goroian rill Lecture
AI ZooIDgy SemilllJr
George Garolan, associate
professor in the Depanment of
Zoology at SIU, will give a
lecture at 4 p.m. today in
Ropm 205 of the Life Science Building.

13 Coeds Honored
For Scholarship

Tonight Thru Sunday
SHOW STARTS 7:15
SHOWN FIRST

SHOWN SECOND

li
THEf,tlA TH.6T DEfiES
~

O'

EVERY TABO •

right) Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ruble and their _titter
Lynn and Mrs. Lawrence Kemp are greeted by
Jobn Kemp and COIY Olson.

Thirteen women students
are new pledges to Alpha
Lambda Del t a, freshman
women'~ scholastic fraternity. Requirement for membership is a 4.5 overall grade
average for two quarters.
Prospective initiates aie
Victoria S. Erickson, Rosalie
A. Hagel, Kathleen M. Kammler, Eeverly G. Miller, Chariene Robinson, Donna K Saddoris, Judy Schluter
PatriCia Sherrard, Janice
Sirles, Carolyn A. Smith;
Paula R. Smith, Joyce Rechtin
and Shirley Wall.

VARSITY

Women chosen were Marilyn
Chamness, Rebecca Brown,
Pamela Reid. Linda Bray.
Louanne Pullin, Gail Reilly,
Pamela Huthius, Joan Bolitho,
Jane Tinnicum. Susan Pearce.
Karen Bidwell, Maryann
Cleveland, Mary Kay Moore,
Susan Hunter, Carolyn Gray,
Jennifer
Hutton, Beverly
Barkman, Sheryl Staley, Mary
Churney,
Victoria Smith,
Nancy Altes, Sharon McKenzie, Kathleen Meyers,
Constance Zeller.
Laura Spudich, Jacquelyn
Watkins,
Sharon Marlow.

Today's
Weather

Susan Meyer, Pamela
Hudgens, Jo Ellen Blackburn,
Jean Butt. Berthalynn Spisok,
Julie Zelmer, Joan E. Boals,
Kathleen Moskop, Sandra Stice
and Sandra Landry.

Alpha Phi Alpha
Accepts Pledges
Alpha Phi Alpha social fraternity has accepted the following pledges for its Sphinx
club:
Dave Baer, Peoria; Roscoe
Bunn, Robbins; Clarence Ellis.
Alton; Leslie Patman,Chicago;
Henry Polk, Mount Vernon,
N. Y.; Alphonso Rob!nson,
Mounds; Clark Wade, Cairo;
Alvin Wright, Chicago; Oscar
Moore, White Plains, N.Y.;
and Alan Timmons, Chicago.

Daily Egyptian
Publtehed in (he Department or Journalism
Tuesday through Saturday tbroughout the
school year e.l.ceptdurlng lJnlverslty vacartun

periods, examination weeks. and legal hoHd2.Y. by Southern il1tnotaUnJveraity. Carbon-

dale. IlUno18. Second class poStage pair
(..ilrbondale. illinois 62903.

Pollcle8 of The

P anly sunny and cooler with
a high of 55-60. The high for
today is 77 recorded in 1942,
and the low is 18 registered
in 1953, according to the SIU
Climatology Laboratory.
TODAY AND

WEDNESDAY
M£lROGtJUlWlN·M.u!JI_

RICHARD CilAMBERlAIN&YvEm MIMIEUX

E~lan

are the

re~ )0"

a&bUtty or the editors. Statements publlstv
here do nor necessa.:-lly reneel the op
of the adml1'llstration or any depa:rtrr r. vi
the Uniyerslty.
Editorial and business offices localtc, In
Building T -48. Ftsc31 officer.

H\l"'ar~

Editorial Confe-rence: Timothy W. Ayer~.
Evelyn M. Auguslin: FE'ed W. Beyer. Joseph
B. Coot. Joh.n W. Epperheimer. Roland A.
GlIl. Pamela J. Gleaton. John M. Goodrich.
Frank S. Messersmith. Edward A. Rapeui.
Robert D. Reincke. and Robert' E. Smith.

Rentals
• Refrigerators

Wl.,::i.~~·

• TV's
• Ranges
• Washers

Ir/um

"
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LOVE PLAY

Williams

iii! SEBEIil! ;mil CHRISTIAN MARQUANO
.:, • .:.:

>

~-:

STORE

-i~• • ~

212 S. ILLINOIS
In METROCOLOR

R.

Lons. Telephone ""53-23.54.

7-6656

Pa9:= 3,.

Adivities

LITTLE MAN 0

CAMPUS

Fencers'
To Meet
The Special Education Club
will meet at 9:15 p.m. today
in Room 110 of the Wbam
Education Building.
The Women's Recreation Association Gymnastics Club
will meet at 7 p.m. In the
Women's Gym.
Plant Industries will meet at
4 p.m. in the Seminar ~oom
of the Agriculture Building.
The American Association of
University Women will meet
at 7: 30 p.m. in the Morris
Library Auditorium.
Arnold Air Society will meet
at 9 p.m. in Davis Auditorium of the Wbam Education
Building.
General Baptist Organization
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
Room E of the University
Center.
The Jacques DeMolay Club
will meet at 9 p.m. in Room
C of the University Center.
The University Center Programming Board dance
committee will meet at 9
p.m. in Room B of the University Center.
The UCPB executive committee will meet at 7:30 p.m.
in Room D of the University
Center.
The UCPB service committee
will meet at 9 p.m. in Room
C of the University Center.
The Council for Exceptional
Cbildren will meet at 9:15
a.m. in Room 110 of the
Wbam Education Building.
The Spirit Council will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in Room B of
the University Center.
The WRA T"encing Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in Room
114 of the Women's Gym.
Sigma Delta Chi, men's professional journalistic society. will meet at 6:30 p. m.
in Room C of the University
Center.
The SIU Sport Parachute CII.!"
will meet at 9 p.m. in the
Magnolia Lounge of the University Center.

Prof. Verduin to Talk
At Women's Meeting

The Amateur Radio Club
will sponsor a code class
during
winter term for
persons interested in obtaining a nO':ice operator's
license. The class will meet
one evening a week. Anyone
interested should contact Paul
McVickar aL 457-4835.
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Little Brown Jug
Steak House

Radio to Describe Importance
Of HOI·se in Life of Cowboy

W. Main at Illinois

L-_ _~~~--.........~

Yonr eyewear will be 3
way. eorreet al Conrad:
L Corred PretcripIiDn ".
2. Corrett Filling
3. Coned App«U'fIlICe
ONE DAY seniee available
for moel eyewear •
50

The importance oftbe horse
Other programs:
in the Ufe of the cowboy will
be ~xplalned in "Half Horse, 2 p.m.
Half Human" on The American
This Week at the U. N.
Cowboy at 7:30 p.m. today
3 p.m.
over WSIU RadiO.
News Report.

Boone Will Star
In TV Production

9

r---------,
r----------,•
'69 50 ' •
!
.350
:
L
---------~
----------CONRAD OPTICAL
.
I CONrACl'LENSES •

•

3:05 p.m.
Performance: Janna Dawson, Marilyn Hughes and
the Glee Club.

• 17lOROUCH EYE
~AnON

411 S. ILLINOIS, ACROSS FROM THE VARSITY THEATRE
CORNER 16th AND MONROE HERRIN Dr. R. Conrad, .
,
0 tometrlst

8 p.m.
5 p.m.
New Dimensions in EducaWhat's New: Differenttypes
tion.
of coin collection.

8:30 p.m.
This Is Baroque.

6 p.m.
Children's Fair: Features
for children of 4 to 8 years
of age.

9~~
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:~~~:~~~:~",de. .

Creative

Person:

flo__

ahoppa

CAMPUS SHOPPING CENTER

"Chrt~::~;:~'~ WED~~:~::~
Cleaning Special
Trousers 2
Beautifully Cleaned & Pressed

Suils

L----__

"Dedicated to Serve the Traditional Dresser"

.,
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~
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I
Gel a s5.00 Trade-in
on your old summer jacket

89C

Pairs for

89~

on a New Heavy Winter

..

Jacket.

~~ Sat. Ride the FREE BUS TO
I ~br, A.~
. ']'( ').
UNIVERSITY.: A.
h
nmgITIRIIIOG."
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Shopping

Both Men's and La.lies

Murdale
Shopping
Cenrer
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Richard Boone will star as
a cannery worker who. poses
as a rich sea captain in
"Captain Al Sanches" on the 7:45 p.m.
Union Voices: the Industrial
Richard Boone Show at 9:30
Workers of the World, Part
p.m. today over WSIU-TV.
I.
Other programs:

•3~~ SEE US TOI)AY.

Patterson
Hardware Co.

FOR

YOUR
"A Week of Nature on Film"
is tbe theme of this week's
DINING
noon-hour movies, whicb will
be shown at 12:10 p.m. daily
PLEASUR
in the Morris Library Auditorium.
The story of "The Olympic
~Prime Ribs
Elk" will be shown today.
-Steaks of all cuts
This production was filmEld in
eAssorted Fish Plates
the Washington widernesses.
.'talian Dinners
Walt Disney cameras in-Antipasto
of all Sluts
vaded the balliwick of the
North American black bear to . ...CATERING TO PARTIES
produce the movie "Bear
ReCEPTIONS & UNOUETS
Country,"
scheduled
for
OPEN FROM NOON
Wednesday.
TO MIDNIGHT
Disney cameras went under
water to film "Mysteries of
FOR RESERVATIONS:
the Deep," Thursday's proPH. 457-2985
duction.
On Friday Disney presents
"Beaver Valley," an adventure showing the beaver, the
otter, the coyote and otber
119 North Washington
woodland inhabitants.

6:30 p.m.
University Artists: OutJacob Verduin, professor of
standing musicians from
I
botany, will speak on "How
various college campuses.
Radioactive Is My Environment?'" at the monthly meet- 8 p.m.
ing 0::' the Carbondale branch
Passport 8: Bold JOUTlleyof the American Association
A trip by outboard motor
I of Uni'Tersity Women at 7:30
to tropic islands.
p.m. today in Morris Library
AudituLium.
8:30 p.m.
The French Chef:
ArtiRadio Club Schedules
chokes from top to bottom.

Winter Code Class

Noon Film Series
Turns to Nature

,. DAra.;y. EGY.PTIAH

", .page'"
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Daily 'Egyptian· Editorial Page

Missing Mi~ler jtlars Meeting
The unexplained absence of
Mayor D. Blaney Miller
marred an otherwise excellent
press conference held by Sigma Delta Chi, Professional
Journalistic
Society, iast
Thursday.
Miller never called to explain why he couldn't make it.
A rumor that he was out of
town was verified when SOX
contacted the mayor's office
on Thursday.
Also absent was Councilman
William E. Eaton, although he
sald a week in advance that
he wouldn't be able to attend.

Perhaps the mayor was afraid
of being egged or rocked, or
something.
The conference ran over
the scheduled deadline of 5
p.m., and it appeared that
many students and the councilmen wanted to stay longer.
At the cutoff point, students
were still waving their hands
to continue what had bee4l often
pointed questions regarding
such issues as the motorcycle
wheel tax, town-gown property
and tax distribution problems,
fire hazards in local taverns,
inadequate street lighting in

some parts of town, and the
absence of sidewalks in a
number of student residential
areas.
As the clock ran out, it was
evident
that, as PubJic
Pro per t y
Commissioner
Joseph H. Ragsdale said,
future
meetings should be
held.
If Mllier isn't out of town
during the next meeting, students will get a chance to ask
him personally such questions
as pertain directly to his
office.
John Goodrich

Letters to till! Editor

'Erosion of Democratic Process' Is a Myth
The committee which organized the discussion of the
Vietnam question held in
Shryock Auditorium Nov. I
is to be congratulated for
presenting a well-balanced
program.
The "war is too horrible to
thini_ about; we must close our
eyes and let it go away" argument of Mr. Shiro provided the
emotivnal release sought by
the non-thinking element. His
recital of instant statistics,
designed to refute argument
from whatever source, and his
comment, "You need not look
for this, I have done it for
you," distilled the essence of
his argument. So much for
pusillanimous
worship of
weakness.
On the
pro-government
side, Dr. Jacobinisetthestage
with documentation on which
rests the solid fact of North
Vietnamese involvement in
South Vietnam. Dr. Landecker
acknowledged the mistakes the
United States has made in
failing to distinguish social
revoluti::>n from communist
aggression. He then explained
that we have become more
sophisticated in our handling
of these problems and in VietNam we are faced with a power
struggle. Until order is restored, a t~sk that can only
be accorophshed through the
use of force, a program of
economiC and social development is impossible. Ur.
Nelson d~e~ the parallel
between ,crImmals and,police
in the city. O.ne does.n t fight
crime by withdrawmg the
police, he explained.
While working for the Air
Force's "Thinking Machine,"
the Rand Corporation, Mr.
Perk acquired a psychological
set against the Curtis "Strangelove" - LeMay concept that "if it isn't done
with airplanes, it isn't worth
doing at all," and its
corollary, "solve all p:-oblems
with 'The Bomb.''' NOW, he
has
no room left for

cOl1sideration of conflict using
the crossbow and bamboo
spike-trap. This blinds him
to the fact that this conflict
is carried on at the crossbow
level to avoid a holocaust of
the LeMay variety.
On the anti-policy side, Dr.
Silverman's arguments were
the most pertinent and the
most sneaky. His concern
for the erosion of the democratic process which occurs
under the guise of "emergency operations" deserves
serious consideration.
However, Dr. Silverman's
theme that Democracy is such
a delicate instrument that it
cannot stand abuse seems to
ignore the very pjstory on

Katzenbach'Red' Hint
Smacks of McCarthy

'Big Time' U's Have Finesse
At Nancy Wilson's Homecoming show, guests of SIU
students were treated to
another display of "Southern
Illinois University culture and
refinement."
Even before Miss Wilson
finished the final number of
her excellent performance,
the mass exodus had begun.
Many of us may remember the
embarrassment of trying t:::
'explain to our guests the stampede that endeared SIUto Dave
Brubeck at last year's Homecoming. The section in which
I was Sitting became increasingly vacant as Miss Wilson
finished her last song By the
end of the second e~core, I
was practically alone.
Grow up, Southern! Its
things like this that help give
us the reputation we enjoy at
so many other colleges. Can
that party bf! so irnponant?
Can those few minutes gained
be so vital that we become
disrespectful to fine performers?
Well, perhaps we are
making "progress." This
year we could number the
disrespectful in the high hundreds, instead of the seeming
thousands of the 1964 show.

How Do You 'Mount' a Honda?
An SIU Student Commi: ee
has been appointed to study a
proposal that a!l cars wear
bright orange safety sweaters
so they can be seen by the
Hondas. The Committee believes that since a Honda has
never run over a car killing
the
driver,
it's
more
important that the c,... rs wear
the orange safety sweaters.
The Committee was also
informed of an incident where
a motorist ran down a Honda
and the driver was almost
lynched by a mob of angry
students. Since the students
don't want to see anyone strung
up here, they believe that all
cars should wear the tright
orange safety sweaters.

which he hangs his argument.
History shows that a system
which has been tempered in
such trials as those suffered
by our government during the
past 189 1/2 years develops
A STAR IS BORN
a fiber of sufficient strength
to
weather more serious
squalls than this one. In fact,
the United srates' present and
future strength lies not in the
system, but in the temper of
the population who work the
system.
I submit that the forum on
Viet Nam demonstrated just
By Robert M. Hutchins
strations. What of it? They
the toughness and fJexibility
are obviously outnumbered by
necessary to repair sucheroNicholas B. Katzenbach, the the non-Communists.
The
sion as might occur in our attorney general of the United innuendo in Katzenbach's resystem.
States, is taking a line about marks is that the demonstraHarrison Youngren criticism of American foreign tions would not take place expolicy that is unsound in prin- cept for Communist leaderciple
and dangerous in ship and that everybody who
practice. Apparently he is is taking part in them is either
Someday SIU will shed its doing so With the approval a Communist or a Communist
dupe.
reputation for disrespect and of the President.
This is all too familiar.
He has intimated that the
lack of cuI.ture. Someday,
maybe, SIU will become a demonstrations against the These were the tactics of the
"big time University." But war in Viet!lam are inspired late, unlamented, Sen. Joseph
At least McCarthy: if you don't agree
that title must be earned- by Communists.
it is not gained by merely there is 59 much evidence to with me, you are a Red.
The latest Gallup Poll shows
counting the numbers in the that effect that he is going to
investigate fUrther.
that 22 per cent of those
student body.
Undoubtedly
there
are interviewed disapprove of the
Ronald Hrebenar Communists in these demon- way the Johnson administration is handling the situation
in Vietnam. Is Katzenbach
now going to set out to prove
that 22 per cent of the Ameri~'
It is or.ce again time for policeman at the Harwood can people are Communists
my annual "why doesn't- Avenue crOSSing, where there or the victims of Communist
propaganda?
someone - do - something- is a traffic light. Why not
Running through all the
about-this-situation" letter.
send him down to the Grand
statements of those who conThe gripe concerns the avenue crossing where he is demn
the demonstrations
ridiculous traffic situation at needed? Or has anyone con- against the
war is a misconthe equally ridiculous four- sidered installing a traffic ception of national strength.
way stop intersection of light at Grand and Illinois? The assumption is that the
During the Homecoming
nlinois and Grand Avenues.
country can look strong only
I live in Southern Hills. festivities a state policeman if nobody in it dares to
Every morning, noon and was directing traffic at Grand criticize its policies. Yet if
evening we must battle our and Illinois and-wonder of there were a country wherein
way through the congestion at wonders!-we mace it across not a single voice was raised
this i n t e r sec t ion. This the tracks and to campus in against the program of the
morning it took me 14 minutes three minutes, rather than the government, we would guess
to get the two blocks from usual ten-plus minutes.
In the interests of safety at once, and correctly, that
Washington street at Grand
the government was forcibly
Avenue to Harwood Avenue at and practicality, I think some- suppressing any expression of
thing ought to be done there,
illinOis.
dissent.
And
we would
today-not
on
paper
in
some
Either the University or the
conclude, correctly, that the
City of Carbondale could sta- legalistiC prospectus that government was doing so from
tion policeman at the Illinois- won't be consumated until the fear. In short, we would know
Grand intersection to direct current student body is all on that that government and that
traffic during the busy hours. social security.
country were weak.
There is usually a University
Ed Rapetti
Suppose that in another
country anybody could say
anything he liked about the
government and its poliCies.
Suppose that the governmenc
not only tolerated, but even
The Saluki's losing record the effort anddeterminarionof encouraged dissent. Suppose
in football this season is not the team. This encouraged the it protected all non-violent opthe result of a poor team. players to try even harder. position to its policies. We
The players are eager and able Result: two touchdowns.
would say that such a governThe Uni versity Spirit Coun- ment was intelligent. And we
to win. The problem lies in
the selection of competition: cil congratulates the team for would also say that it was
our over-ambitious schedule their fine spirit under such strong.
is not geared for the type of uninspiring circumstances.
If that is the way these two
Team determination and hypothetical countries would
team Southern c.an support.
But . something significant school spirit must be main- look to us, why should they
haptlened at the Tulsa game. tained and improved if we look any different to the North
Both team and spectators continue to face such chal- Vietnamese or the Chinese?
showed spirit. The spectators' lenging teams.
They are not so stupid as to
initial apathy changed quickly
John Rush, President infer weakness from what is
to enthusiasm when they saw
University Spirit Council manifestly a sign of strength.

The driver involved in the
above-mentioned inc ide n t
migh. be very useful because
it was reported to the
Committee that he had a lot
of experience making orange
safety sweaters while serving
his term in prison.
Any motorist who runs down
a Honda, even though his car
has an orange safety sweater.
will have to pay a fine. If
this doesn't solve the problem
any motorist will be required
to buy a hunting license entitling him to hag a limit 'of
three Hondas per license. Any
driver who exceeds his limit
had better watch out for the
game warden.
Dave Hanson

On the Light Side, It's Dark

Team Shows Determination
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'Former Dean Dies

Former Dean Swartz's Death
Termed 'Tremendous Loss'

Willis Swartz Rites
Conducted Monday
FuneraI" services for Willis
G. Swartz, former dean of
the SlU Graduate School, were
held Monday at Huffman
Funeral Home in Carbondale.
Mr. Swartz, 63, died early
Saturday morning at his home
on Tower Road.
Harry Flynn, JacksonCounty, coroner, said death was
apparently due to a heart attack.
A professor in the Department of Higher Education and
the Department of Government, Mr. Swartz had returned last spring from
Washington, D. C ... where he
was on leave of absence from
SIU to study accreditation of
teacher colleges.
He came to Carbondale in
1930 as chairman of the Dep1l.rtment
of Government.
From 1943 to 1950 he was
chairman of the graduate
council, and from 1950to1963
he was dean of the Graduate
Schf)ol.
Directing the development
of the foreign student program

. Publ'ZS h
Companzes
'B k
llroJfessors
~s
Harry T. Moore. research

from its beginning in 1947,
Mr. Swartz served as foreign
student adviser. From 1963 to
1964 he was dean of international f ·udents.
He was an active member of
the American Association for
University Professors and a
member of its national councU. A member of Phi Beta
Kappa, he was listed in Who's
Who in America and International Who's Who.
Mr.
Swartz
published
articles in educational journals and was the author of a
book, I I American Governmental Problems," published
In 1957 and revised in 1959.
He is coauthor With John R.
Mayor of the book, .. Accreditation in Teacher Education," published this year.
A member of Rotary International, Mr. Swartz served as
its district governor from
1957 to 1958.
He was born in Burlington,
Iowa. He received his bachelor's, master's and doctoral
degree from the University of
Iowa.
He previously taught at
Sterling College, Sterling,

WILLIS G. SWARTZ
and was a visiting professor
at the University of Illinois.
Surviving are his wife,
Helen; two daughters, Mrs.
Barbara DicermanofDowners
Grove and Cynthia Swartz of
Chicago; a brother, Glenn
Swartz of Iowa City, Iowa;
and four grandchildren.
The Rev. Charles E. F.
Howe, pastor of the First
Presbyterian Church, officiated at the services.
Burial was in Biggsville
Cemetery near Monmouth.
The family requested that
in lieu of flowers contributions
be made to the Swartz Memorial Fund for aid to college
______________
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professor in the Department
of English, and Matthew Black,
visiting professor of English,
have
recently had books
published.
An anthology, "Elizabethan
Age," was edited by Moore
and published by the Dell Publishing Co.
Black's book, "A Midsummer Night'S Dream-An
Outline-Guide to The Play,"
'was published by Barnes and
Noble.
Both books are in paperback form and should be availal>le in the University Center
book store within afewweeks.

The death of the former dean
of the SIU Graduate School,
Willis G. Swartz, has brought
many comments from his
colleagues and those associated with him throughout his
work at SlUe
Orville Alexander, chairman of the Department of
Government and long-time
friend of Swartz, said that
the department has suffered
a tremendous loss.
"He established the department, and was associated with
It all through the years. He
was a very fine teacher and
a very fine scholar." Alexander said.
The present. chairman said
it was a "Great personal loss
because I was one of his first
students. He was as big as
influence as anyone who persuaded, me, the son of a
Marion coal miner, to go on
to graduate school and get
my Ph.D."
Mary Routh Beem. administrative secretary in the
Graduate -School, who worked
with Swartz for four years,
said, "He was a very thoughtfuI and wonderful person to
work for. We accomplishe-.l a
great deal while he was dean."
C. Addison Hickman, for-

School and now professor of
economics,
said,
"Dean
Swartz played a pathbreaking
role in the development of the
graduate program at SlU.
"The University owes him
a great debt for his unflagging effon and his devotion
to the institution, for his deep
and abiding concern for students and for simply being
the kind of man he was."

Dividend Rate Set
For Credit Union
The board of directors of
the SIU Employes Credit Union
recently voted to continue the
dividend rate of 4 1/2 per
cent a year, payable semiannually, on share deposits.

fhe finest in

slwe-repair
,Work dene while you wait)
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Across from the Varsity
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Bassel Hound

SIU Physiologist
To Attend Meeting
H. M. Kaplan, chairman of
the Department of Physiology
will attend the 16th annual
meeting of the Animal Care
Panel, an organization concerned
wit h
laboratory
animals, to be held Nov. 1519 in Philadelphia, rae
Kaplan will preside over a
general scientific session and
a meeting of the editorial
board of the society's journal,
Laboratory Animal Care.
As chairman of the awards
committee. Kaplan will present a $300 prize for best
research paper printed in the
journal, and a plaque for the
outstanding scientific exhibit.

U. of I. Psychologist
To Lecture Friday
Sidney Bijou. professor of
psychology at the University
of IllinOis. will lecture at 4
p.m. Friday in the Seminar
Room of the Agriculture
Building.
Bijou will speak on "Application of Analysis of Behavior
Principles to Remedial Guid<]nce of Nursery School
Children."

This regill'tered AK C Basset pup is now in
our store. Name him~ thats all you do. Contest
begin8Nov.9~and ends Nov.27. Winner will

be announced Nov. 29. "Doggonest" Promotion ever! No pur-:hase necessary to register.
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"I TELL YOU, M~N. THIS CIVILIAN INFLUENCE
IN GOVERNMENT IS A FRIGHTENING THING!"

Six Survive

Jet Crashes Near Cincinnati;
56 Persons Believed Killed
CINCINNA TI CAP)-A jetliner with 62 persons aboard
crashed into a hillside near
here during a rainstorm Monday night and exploded. Fiftysix were believed killed.
Police reported six survivors were known, including
the captain of the Boeir:g 727
three-jet liner. The jet,
American Airlines flight 383,
was en route to Cincinnati after a non-stop flight from New
York City.
The head of the Greater
Cincinnati Airport, Byron
Dickey, said officials were
assured no one in the plane
was alive.
He said no attempt woule
he made to remove bodies
Monday night because half a
tank of je! fuel remained in
the fallen craft and more explosions were feared.
Witnesses said the plane
came in low for a landing at
the airport in northern Kentucky, 20 miles across the
Ohio River from Cincinnati.
It suddenly crashed and exploded with a flash that lit
the sky, witnesses said.
American Airlines said the
plane had a crew of six and
56 passengers, one of them
an American employe.
J. P. Dalwick, on whose

farm the plane crashed, said
he rushed to the scene and
found a man and a woman,
both in airlines uniforms on
the ground in front of the plane.
He said he asked the man what
hap,pened.
'We just didn't make it,"
he said the man replied. "We
didn't see the hill." Then,
Dalwick said, he passed out.
"I knew it was going into
that hill and 1 started screaming before it hit:' said Mrs.
Ralph F. Sprague, who watched
with her husband near the
Greater Cincinnati Airport.
"It was real low," she said.
"We know where the end of
that runway is on tnp of the
hill and the plane banked like

it was heading for it, but it
was very low and dropping
fast:'
The wreckage still flamed
high on tbe hill two hours after the crash. A· volunteer
fireman said wreckage was
strewn over at least 400 yards.
Hospitals in nearbyCovington, Ky., and other areas set
up emergency procedures. A
makeshift morgue was rigged
in a high school.
It was only the second time
a 72i, a medium range transport, had crashed. A United
Airlines 727 plunged into L:lke
Michigan nea r Chicago on Aug.
16, taking 30 lives. That plane
also had come out of New
York City.

Canada's Tories Score Gains,
But Pearson to Stay in Power
TORONTO CAP) - Cana- doubt that Pearson's Liberal
da appeared headed Monday Party would emerge With the
night toward another minority largest number of seats in the
government.
House of Commons and thereGains that Prime Minister fore continue in power. But
Leste·r B. Pearson had counted there was a possibility its toon in Monday's election failed tal might be smaller than it
to materialize in populous was after the last election.
Incomplete returns indiQuebec and Ontario.
On the basis of incomplete cated that liberal gains in Onreturns there appeared no tario and Quebec were being
offset by gains by the Conservatives and the New Democratic party.
John Diefenbakers's Conservative party appeared assured of gains in the Atlantic provinces on the basis of
early returns.
The strongly Conservative
prairie provinces remained
to be heard from.

SaDdere, The KlIDeaa CIty Star

Johnson Calls Education Act
'New Adventure in Learning'
SAN MARCOS, Tex. CAP)
-President Johnson came
back Monday to the campus
where he once worked as janitor and signed legislation he
sMd will swing college doors
open to a million ~ore Americans every year.
In the gymnasium of Southwest Texas State College,
-where he received a bachelor
of science degree 35 years
age, Johnson signed a $2.6billion higher education act
he called "a new adventure in
learning." He said:
"It means that a high school
senior anywhere in this great
land of ours can apply to any
college or university in any of
the 50 states and
not be
turned
away because his
family is poor."
The President noted that of
2.7 million boys and girls
graduated from high school
last spring, about half went on
to college.
"This bill will provide
scholarships and loans and
work opportunities for one
million of the 1.3 million that
did not get to go on to college," he said.
It was a sentimental day for
the President. He walked once

EiVERYBODY'S FAVORITE

meet io college

this VW went to SIU
Yes. this is the 1i!_lIer of the Volkswagen fami Iy that
went ta college anel -i{>red in design.
When it stariM at SIC it dill had a few rough spots that
had to lie smoothed out. But foct: years lat••• I4ilok at this
dandy. Th."",.. spots or. 9011. I~s h " . II fin, finished
But you know, far all its eciucatio,," "h~eath
product.
it's still 0 _ber of the VW family.
.

TRIPLE TREAT
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.JUICY
HAMBURGER,
FRENCH
FRIES
AND

!(.j,.,~~~THICK »HAKE

312 E.
Main

Yau mi;;!at can it II rich cousin.

NEW YORK CAP) -- Dororhy
Kilgallen, a syndicated newspaper columnist and nationally known radio and television
personality. was found dead in
bed Monday. She was 52.
A heart attack was believed
to have caused her death, although there was no official
medical pronouncement. A
member of her family said
she had not been ill. An autopsy was ordered, but police
called it Toutine.

BAKERSFIELD, Calif. ( \P)
-With 180 skydives to his
credit,· Frederick Rinke, 23,
was demonstrating Sunday how
skydivers fall and don't get
hurt •
The skydiver from Tujunga,
Calif., climbed on a threefoot table and leaped off. He
was hos¥italized with a broken
ankle.
STANDARD OF EXCELLANCE

• Appearance
• Fit
• Quality

EPPS~
ROUTE 13 - EAST

Dorothy Kilgallen

Is Dead at 52

Hu .Ankle'. in Cut
But Foot'. in Mouth

Jo is a senior and will
graduat. in December. H.'s
getting married and starting
to worlc in January.
What did this cat do last
weft? H. laought a molail.
ham •. Why? Said h. wanted
the canvettience of modem
living without the expence.
Paid anly $395 down and only
$600 rnonlft.

more down a corridor he used
to sweep to earn money.
For a while he was secretary to the college president.
He signed the education bill
on the oak desk he used then.
Afterward, he gave souvenir
pens to former teachers and
classmates.
The new law provides for
scholarships up to $1,000 a
year awarded on the basis of
need alone. It opens the way
to part-time jobs paying students as much as $500 a year.
It sets up a plan for loans
that can be repaid after graduation.
It also authorizes a national
teacher corps, but Congress
balked at prOViding money for
that. Johnson said Monaaythat
when Congress reconvenes in
January. he intends to ask
again for the funds.

DELIVERIES MADE· Small
charge on orders under
free "var $3.00

$3.oa.

PHONE 457-6373
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110· Viet Cong Kill~d
In Battle Near Saigon
BIEN HOA. South Viet Nam
(AP)-U.S. airborne troops,
searching the Communist Iron
Triangle 25 miles nonh of
Saigon, killed 110 Viet Cong
guerrillas in a fierce battle
Monday that lasted all day,
U.S. officials reponed. They
said the strong enemy force
wore steel helmets and
uniforms of a type not seen
in South Viet Nam before.
"The enemy made every effon to strip all of the bodies
of everything, including identification,
and all usable

Quiet Arrests
Ordered for
Card Burners
WASHINGTON (AP) - Men
who bum their draft cards in
public are likely to be arrested-if they are arrested
at all-far from the cheering
crowd.
FBI agents are under informal instructions not to lend
themselves to public spectacles by making arrests on
public platforms, it was
learned Monday. Officials feel
that to do so would multiply
the publicity the protestor~
seek and make them manyrs
in the eyes of their friends.
The FBI refused to comment
on its policy toward arresting
destroyers of draft cardswho, under a new law, face
penalties of up to five years
in prison and a $10,000 fine.
But five self-proclaimed
pacifists who burned whatthey
said were their draft cards in
New York City Saturday left
their Union Square platform
as free men.
And David Miller, 22, the
first tc be arrested under the
new law, was free for three
days before FBI agents seized
him on a quiet street in a
little New Hampshire village.
It was a far cry frop" his
nationally televised act of
burning a card from atop a
sound truck at a noisy Manhattan rally.
In Mil}(~r's case, the FBI
had to verify that it was indeed his draft card that he
set afire. But a source close
to the FBI said agents have
been told "not to help make
manyrs out of these people
by grappling with them in the
public spotlight:'

McDonnell Strike
Halts Jet Assembly
ST. LOUIS, Mo. (AP) Gemini spacecraft production
was halted M'Jnday when
16,000 machinists walked off
their jobs at McDonnell Aircraft Corp. in a dispute over
what strikers called prespace
age wages.
"First man in space With
horse and buggy wages, I I read
one picket sign in front of the
huge complex where Mercury
spacecraft "Freedom , .. was
built. Astronaut Alan B. Shepard Jr. became America's
first man in space when he
rode tn that capsule in 1961.
The strike was not expected
to interfere with the Gemini
6 and , flights Dec. 6. Those
capsules already are at Cape
Kennedy. Fla.
But production of McDonnell
Phantom jet fighters used by
the Army, Navy, Air Force
and Marines also came to a
standstill after as many as
50 pickets gathered at each of
the 12 gates. Many of the jets
are being used by U.S. forces
in Viet Nam.

eqUipment," said Brig. Gen.
Ellis Williamson, commander
of the 173rd Airborne Brigade
at Bien Hoa.
The Viet Cong apparently
abandoned the area under
heavy U.S. fire. U.S. casualties were reported as moderate.
.
Williamson said his troops
were on a search and sweep
operation 15 miles nonh of
Bien Hoa when they came upon
a well-fortified jungle position.
"The enemy remained in
position and kep,t firing," Williamson said •• We have had a
real close-at-hand jungletype fight. There is no question but that this was a main
force outfit. "
He said the Viet Cong wore
gray fatigue-type uniforms BOMBS OVER VIET NAM-A U.S. B-S2 Strataand in addition to their steel iortress drops a load of 7S()...pound bombs over a
helmets carried rucksack- coastal target in Viet Nam. The Department of
type packs.
The traditional uniform for
the Viet Cong is an outfit
that looks like black pajamas.
They also wear shoes made
of old rubber tires, and they
travel light.
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Defense, in releasing the picture, said it was
made during. an air strike last month.
(U.S. AIR FORCE PHOTO VIA AP WIREPHOTO)

COurt to Review
Ban on 'Fanny 1IilI'
WASHINGTON
(AP)-The
Supreme Coun agreed Monday
to review a ban on the book
"Fanny Hill," thereby opening
the way for a re-examination
of its obscenity standards.
"John Cle:'Uld's memoirs
of a woman of pleasure," commonly known as ICFannyHill,"'
is the story of an 18th-century London prostitute. The
book is banned in Massachusetts and under attack in other
states.
In agreeing to review the
ban, the court grouped "Fanny Hill" With two other obscenity cases. One is that of
Eros
magazine publisher
Ralph Ginzburg, the other of
Edward Mishkin, a New
Yorker arrested when police
found allegedly sadistic literature in his basement.

Gas TU$ Contro11ersy
Erupu in State Senate
SPRINGFIELD. (AP)-Sen.
W.
Russell Arrington of
Evanston disputed Monday an
administration official's
claim that state highway work
will be endangered Without a
gasoline tax increase.
Arrington, Republican Senate leader, termed the claim
.. shocking" and asked the Illinois Highway Study Commission to make an investigation.
Arrington
ehallenged a
statement by IllinOis Public
Works Director Francis Lorenz, who said recenrly the
state would "have to close the
door on a lot of projects"
unless more funds were provided by a gas tax boost.

RECORDS

The lusty life is back
And it starts at
the Sign of the Pub
Uncork a flask of Pub Cologne. If you hear tankards clash
and songs turn bawdy, if the torches flare and the innkeeper
locks up his daughter for the night ...
it's because you've been into the Pub
and unloosed the lusty life.

ALL TYPES

• Pop
-Folk
-Classical

-LP's
e45's

NEEDLES
FIT ALL MAKES

eDiamond
eSapphire

Williams Store
212 s.

ILLI~OIS

Pub cologne, after-shave. and cologne spray. $3.7S
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Institutional Problems of Latin America
Will Be Discussed at Conference at SIU

~

DON'TBEA
LOSER!

The problem of institutions
and institutional' loyalties in
Latin American countries will
be the main topic of discussion at the sessions of the Midwest Association for Latin
American Studies here Nov.
12 and 13.
.
Men who have studied the
social, political and economic institutions of Latin America will discuss the Peron regime, Guatemalan rural de-
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MOW for the holidays.
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YOU, TOO, CAN BE INFERIOR
The second gravest problem confronting college students
today is inferiority feelings. (The first graV'!Bt problem is,
of course, the recent outbreak of moult among sorority
house canaries.) Let us today look into the causes of inferiority feelings and their po8Sible cures.
Psychologists divide inferiority feelings into three pqpcipal categories:
1. Physical inferiority.
2. Mental inferiority.
3. Financial inferiority.
(A few say there is also a fourth category: ichthyological
inferiority-a feeling that other people have prettier fishbut I believe this is common only along the coasts and in
the Great Lakes area.)
Let us start with the feeling of physieal inferiority, perhaps the easiest to understand. Naturally we are inclined
to feel inferior to the braWl\y football eapta\n or the beautiful homecoming queen. But we should not. Look at all the
people, neither brawny nor beautiful, who have made their
marks in the world. Look at Napoleon. Look at Socrates.
Look at Caesar. Look at Laaaie.
What I mean is you ean't always tell what's inside a
package by looking at the outside. (Sometimes, of course.
you can. Take Personna Stainless Steel Blades, for example. Just one glance at that jolly blue and white package- .
so bright and pert, so neat but not gaudy-and you bow it
has to contain blades of absolute perfection. And you are

a means of institutional devel 0 p men t,
and
urban
development in Peru as related to com m u nit y institutions and politics.
The association's membership includes Midwestern
university experts on Latin
American history, government and politics, anthropology, geography, economics
and
Spa n ish and
Portuguese.
Members of SIU's faculty'
who will tak·~ an active pan
in the conference include Robert L. Gold, assistant professor of history, and Luis A.
Baralt, professor of philosophy.
There will be a concen of
Latin American music by the
University Glee Club at 8
p.m. Thursday in Morris Library Auditorium.
Registration for the conference will be from 9 to
10:30 a.m. Friday in Morris
Library Lounge.
The first formal session
will begin at 9:30 a.m. Friday in Morris Library Auditorium. It will include introductory remarks on the gen-

-sSPEED ~WASH

Gets Shirts
Really Clean!
ON HANGERS OR
FOLDED -25C
• SMALL REPAIRS
MADE FREE!
• QUALITY DRY
CLEANING TOOl

.....when i!

SEE US FOR
ONE-STOP QUALITY
CLEANING AND
LAUNDRY SERVICES

came to lying
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~SPEED

=WASH
SHIRT LAUNDRY
AND CLEANERS

right! Personna gives you so many shaves per blade it takes
a math major to count them. And they are luxury shavessmoother, comfortabler, kinder to the kisser. Moreover,
Personna comes both in Double Edge and Injector style.
And as if this weren't enough, Personna is now offering you
a chance to grab a fistful of $100 bills from a $lOO,OOG bowl!
The Personna Stainless Steel Sweepstakes is off and run·
ning, and you're all eligible to enter. Visit your friendly
Personna dealer today to get details and an entry blank.)
But i digress. Let us tllrn now to the s!'Cond categorymental inferiority. A lot of people think they are dumber
than other people. This is not so. It must be remembered
that there are differenl kinds of inteiHgel1ce. Take. for instance. the classic case of the Sigafoos brothers. Claude and
Sturbridge, students at a prominent Western university
(Dartmouth). It was always assumed that Claude was the
more intelligent just because he knew more than Sturbridge
about the arts, the sciences. the social sciene'!;!, the humaniti<!S, and like that. Sturbridge, on the other hand, was ten
times smarter than Claude whe'l it came to tying granny
knots. But no matter; everybody looked down eJD "Stupid
Sturbridge," as they called him, and looked up to "Clever
Claude," as they called him. But who do you think turned
out to be the smart one when their granny almost got loose
and ran away? You guessed it-Itood old Stupid Sturbridge.
We arrive now at the final category, finanCIal inferiority.
One way to deal w:th this condition is to increase your ineome. You can, for p.xample, bec:ome a fence. Or you can
pose for a life class, if your collp.ge is well heated.
But a better way to handle financial inferiority is to accept it philosophically. Look on the bright "Ide of poverty.
True, others may have more money than you have, but
look at all the things you have that they don't-debts, for
instance, and hung.·r cramps.
Always remember, dee:- friends. that poverty is no disgrace. It is an error. but it is no disgrace.
•

•

•
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Rich or poor, /IOU can all afford ltaury ahal7ing-ICith Per.
son.... ~ Stainle.. Steel Blades and PersonlUJ'a partroer in
ah4Ding comlort, Burma ShareN It _k. rings around
any other lather and it'. arailable in regular or menthol.

214 S. UNIVERSITY

549.1087

LUIS A. B.\RALT

eral theme, "Problems of
Institutionalism in Loyalties
in the Changing Contemporary
Period." Gold will speak at
this period.
The principal paper at the
morning session will be
"Peronisom and the Problem
of Institutions in Argentian"
by Irving Louis Horowitz of
the Department of Anthropology and Sociology, Washington University.
At the luncheon, from noon
until 1:45 p.m. in the University Center Ballrooms, the
principal
paper will
be

"G u ate m a I a n Colonization
Projects-Institution Building
and Resource Allocation," by
John R. Hildebrand of the Department of Economics, Texas
Technological Col~ege.
The principal paper for the
afternoon session will be
'''Mexican Artists of the 20to
Century
and the Institutionalization of the. Revolution of 1910" by David
Ramsey of St. Louis University. This session will run
from 2:15 to 5 p.m. and include
a business session with Merril Rippy, association president, in charge.
At the 7 p.m. dinner program in the Ballroom Baralt
will discuss "Don Andres Bello, Poet, Teacher, Lawyer,
Creater of the National University of Chile. An Example
of One Man's Influence on
Institutior:al Life."
"Urbanization in the Northern Andean Countries of South
America with Some Views on
Institutional Influences," by
Thomas R. Ford of the Department of SocIology, University of Kentucky, will be
the topic of Saturday morning's session. This final session will last from 9 to 11
a.m. and include a summation
and final discussion.

Meet tlae FlUu't,.

Prof. Rhodes' Appointment
Result of 1960 SIU Tour
Opal T. Rhodes. visiting
professor in the Department
of Home Economics Education. came to SlU from State
College. Indiana. Pa.
Miss Rhodes had been at
State College 21 years. was
chairman of the Department
of Home Economics and director of home economics
teacher education.
Her transfer to SIU was the
result of a tour in 1960 of
several new home economics
buildings
throughout
the
country.
Miss Rhodes supervised the
building of a home economics
building at State College. In
the early planning stages, she
visited several colleges and
universities in order to get
ideas for the new building.

SALUKI CURRENCY EXCHANGE
Campul Shopping Center
• Che.o:k Cashing
.Notary Public
• Money Ord.rs
.Title S... .,ic.
• Open 9 a.m. to
6 p.m. Every Day

• Drive's License
• Public Stenographer
• 2 Day License Plate
Service
.C.... I- checlc o:.o"'lnll

• Pay your Gas, light, Phone, and Water Bills here

WHY W/S

?

YOU CALL - WE DELIVER FREE

~.

PH. 549-3366
READY - TO - EAT
CHICKEN DINNER

(hicken'eli t
516 E. MAIM

At the time she visited Slu.
Miss Rhodes was impressed
With the Department of Home
Economics. When she heard
that SIU was in need of professional help, she became
interested.
Miss Rhodes served on the
National Council of Kappa
Omicron Phi with Eileen Quigley, dean of the School of
Home Economics at SIU.
Mi&s Rhodes was born in
Moultrie County near Decatur, Ill_ She received both her
bachelor's and master's degree from the University of
Illinois. Her doctoral degree
is from Columbia University.
Miss Rhodes has taught at
Ohio University, where she
was director of research in
home economics teacher education; at Winthrop College,
Rock Hill, S.C., where she
was acting chairman of the
home economics department;
and at Columbia University,
where she was in charge of
home
economics
student
teachers •
Miss Rhodes was acquainted
with PreSident Roosevelt and
served as a member of the
President's research staff for
the Committee on Vocational
Education. It studied vocational funds and programs and
made recommendations for
continuance and expansion.
The orly comment Miss
Rhodes could make in comparing the Pennsylvania college With SIU is that in the
eastern states, tradition is
stronger in some respects
and the people are more hesitant to explore new ideas.
"SIU is a forward-looking
university,"
sa i d
Miss
Ithodes. "While other colleges
and universities are refusing
to admit students, SIU is seeing the needs and trying to
meet them. SIU has an outstanding home economics
department ...
Shop'ilith
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Talen';:;' Liberia

Project for Personal Fun Turns Out Literary First
Lester R. Parker, a senior
majoring in journalism, has
shown how a project done for
personal enjoyment can have
an effect on an entire country.
Parker, who is from Monrovia, Liberia, wrote a play,
"The Human Vacuum," while
enrolled here last year.
"I wrote the play for my own
enjoyment:'
Parker said,

"not knowing that it would turn
The club, which Parker said
out to be tbe first play written is
designed to promote
by a Liberian to be produced lite r a r y
talent
among
on Liberian television."
Liberians, was called on to
present some local talent for
Parker's one-act play was the station. "This gave me a
produced on station EL TV in chance to use that play," he
the African country as part said humorously.
of a project by a literary
"We presented the play
club in Liberia of which the after a short period of reSIU student is a member. hearsal'" he said. "and all

members of the cast were
students and members of the
club."
"It was very well received
and I got letters and comments from several persons
saying how they had enjoyed
it," he said.

r
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ROBERT J. HASTINGS

Money to Be Topic
Of Talks at Noon
By Baptist Pastor
Robert J. Hastings, new
pastor of the University Baptist (;hurch in Carbondale, will
speak on the topic of money
at the noon-hour chapel sessions at the Baptist Student
Union this week.
The sessions, which will
last from 12:30 until 12:50
p.m., will be entitled "The
Other Nine-Tenths." Daily
topics will be "Money and
Happiness:' today; "Money
and Your Emotions," Wednesday; "Money and Goals,"
Thursday; and "Money and
Destiny:' Friday.
Before accepting his present
position in September, the
Rev. Mr. Hastings was secretary of the Stewardship Promotion Department, Kentucky
Baptist Convention.
A native of Marion, he received an A.B. degree With
honors from SIU, and B.D.
and Th.D. degrees from South, .. "weStern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Fon Worth. Tex.
At the time of graduation, he
was the youngest student in
the history of the seminary
to earn a doctorate.
He has done research on
money and family finance as
an
aspect
of Christian
stewardship.
He has written five books,
including "My Money and
God," aild "How to Manage
Your Money," and is the
author of over 500 magaZine
articles and curriculum features and a weekly column.
He is married and has
three children.

DO IT TODAY
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MONACO 500: Style leader of the rebellion. C";lsider carefully the monaco 500
shown here. Two buckets of comfort inside, four barrels of t. -:tiOI! under the hood.
Plus a lavish display of luxury on the inside that some people call downright sinful.
AND IT'S GOT MORE LN' ITS STRIDE. The kind that socks you b..ck in your seat. The
snap that comes from ~Upping 383 cubic inches of muscle under the hood. The -i-on-thefloor, tack, and deep rich interior make this a generalln our rebellion.

Library Catalogue
Microfilming Job
Now Under Way
Morris Library personnel
are in the process of microfilming the cards in the author
card catalogue.
The films will be made into
15 sets of books with 43 volumes in each set.
The sets. which should be
finisiled by spring. will be
distributed to the various libraries in Morris Library,
Edwardsville and other
branches of the University.
The system is being used
by the University of California at its Berkeley and
Los Angel~s c:::mpuses.
The card catalogue will not
be done away with entirely,
but the sets will help to make
the catalogue more movable.

Morris Is Renamed
To Wabash Group
President Delyte W. Morris
has been reappointed to the
Wabash
Valley Interstate
Kerner.
Commission
by Gov. Otto

Sports car fans, economy minded people ••• almost anybody will appreciate the
Simca 1000. It's the new fashion in imponed economy cars. Some economy cars look
like little old ladies designed them. Brittle. Precious. Flimsy. Not the 1000. The 1000
is an all new car, inside and out. From the wheels up, the 1000 has the clean, modern
look. Spic, span. spanan. Not a flounce to the ou ,ceo We went all the way out for a new
look. And captured it. It's the Simca 1000.
-

Backed by-a 5 yearl50,OOO mile warranty on vital parts

smith's motor sales
1206 W. MAIN ST.
CARBONDALE, ILL.
NEXT TO UNIVERSITY BANK
L-__________________________________________________________________________________________
•
irAvehog•• 34 miles/ltollon
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JR S~lu1ri Game

. Wildcat Quarterback Found Passing Claws
Against Soutnern Sauter hit
Ference caught two passes
By Joe Cook
on eight of 11 passes for 131 against Northern Michigan to
It's a shame that someone yards and two touchdowns, his run his season total to 34.
didn't slip the word to first two touchdown pass",,;; of
Southern's defensive secon- the season.
• • • •
dary that the Northern MichiNorthern's 24 points were
gan quarterback wasn't agood the Wildcats' second highest
It's been a long season here
passer.
for, the season. Their season and on a few other college
Going into the Saturday's high is 28 against Stevens campuses, too.
game Wildcat quarterback Bill Point of Wisconsin.
Jim Schubert, who was
Sauter had a pass completion
letting his hair grow until
record of 14.8 per cent, four
• • • •
the Salukis won allothergame,
completed passes in 27 athas finally called it quits and
tempts, but against the SaThe next pass end John will visit a barber's,;hairthis
luleis he looked like another Ference catches will establish week.
University of Tulsa quarter- a new Salulei pass receiving
At the University of Okla,back.
record.
homa where Winning football
.......;,;;;....--------~;;.;;.,;;..;;..;;.--...-----....;;;;.;.;;;....;.;;,;.;;---~...............,

French Fries & Coke

teams are a tradition, agroup
of studente, perturbed by their
team's losing record, gatilered in frontofthepresident's
home and burned their season
football tickets.
At Kansas State University
fans
entering
Memorial
Stadium last Saturday noticpd
large block letters in white
chalk at mid-field spelling
out "Help Weaver:'
It didn't make much sense
as a prank, but later it was
learned that the sign made
during the night first read
"Oust Weaver."
The prank had no effect on
Doug Weaver's Wildcats who
ran their unblemis" record to
0-8 by dropping a 21-14 deCision to the University of
Cincinnati.
Meanwhile at Pittsburgh,
those red faces belong to Pitt

•

t .......

;:>-.
JOHN FERENCE

Coach John Michelosen and the
Panther football team.
With an homecoming crowd
of more than 57,000 looking
on, Piti.sL IJI"gh absorbed one
of its worst beatings by losing
to Notre Dame 69-13.

Second Baseman Pulls Team
To a Football Championship
By George Knemeyer
As far as second basemen
go, Bob Bernstein makes a
pretty good quarterback.
He is good enough, that is,
to quarterback his intramural
football team, the Animals. to
the intramural championship.
defeating Sigma Pi 13-6 Saturday.
Bernstein, who plays second
base for the baseball Saluleis,
threw two touchdown passes to
Ron Sich.
The Animals, whose players
also include Gene V:ncent,
former Salulei baseball pitcher, and Phil Wolf. another
Saluki baseball player, earned
theiT right to the championship game the hard way.
They were eliminated in the
first round of the playoffs by
the Springfield Caps. The
Caps, however, were using
an ineligible player, so all
their games were forfeited.
With this new life, the
Animals came back to defeat
every team they played in
the playoffs.
The Animals were the
winner of Independent League
#1, and compiled an 8-0
season record, including the
playoffs.
Sigma Pi d!"ew first blood
in the game on a lateral to Tom
Young who scored on a sixyard run. The conversion
failed •
.

In the closing minutes of the
first half, the Animals scored
on a pass from Bernstein to
Sich. The pass to JackHonegger for the extra point was
good, and the Animals led 7-6.
Good defense for both sides
marked the second half. It
wasn't until one minute left in
the second half that the
Animals racked up their
second and final touchdown of
the game.
Again it was Bernstein to
Sich for the score. The conversion attempt failed and the
final score was 13-6.
Sigma Pi had a chance on the
last play of the game. A 45yard pass play put the ball on
the Animals' 20 yard line.
But the clock ran out of
time; so did Sigma Pi.

Gymnast Doubles
As Golf Champ
Winning a golf tournament
might seem out of place for
a NCAA gymnastics champion,
but Frank Schmitz did it anyway.
Schmitz won the hole-inone golf tournament out of 3
field of 40 competitors.
Jerry Rhomes was second,
Richard Myers was third, nne'
Richard Blake was fourth.
The (Ournament turnout w... s
the largE'st since it Wi>
started.

,~

fries •••ISe Coke 10 & 20C
The all campus favorite ••• a package
of golden brown fr'ench fries coupled
with a cold, icy Coke (or other drink).
Budget priced. extravagantly prepared.

COMPLETE LINE OF CYCLES ANO SCOOTERS NOW IN
STOCK FOR 1966 FROM 50 c.c. to 350 c.c.

·Uodem

*Full lights

ii1!E~~

8. Hom

Styling
.. 4-Speed
Foot Shift

• Powerful
2-Stroke
Engine

• Automatic
Clutch

• "Bipt;J9"
SpOl't
Wheels

Control
• Full

Set of
Tools

• Comfortable
2-Up Seat
• Pegs

Plus FRT. & TAX

(CYCLE INSURANCE)

:: SPEEaE~SERVI(~·.__
UNIVERSITY SOU'ARE

PHONE 457-5421

~ :"ft-~

"YOUR CYCLE CENTER SINCE 1938"
Shop

Loc.t~

On South Extensloa of ,acksC)R Club Road

~

Mile South of Old 13

OPEN 9 A.M. to 6 P.M. CLOSED SUN •• MON & HOLIDAYS

Nov. ..., ,: 1965'<'!' ~,:
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Passing Attack Fails, Southern Loses No.7
Riffer Scores Lone Saluki Touchdown in Saturday's Game
In two previous weeks.
passing was the only thing
that kept the Salukis on the
football field. Against Northern Michigan. the running
picked uP. but the passing and
deiense failed.
Even with drastic changes
in attack. the Salukis managed

line. ,Northern
Michigan off, Southern marched 73
dropped back to punt. but yards for its only entry on
Saluki .Monty Riffer blocked the scoreboard. The drive was
the kick and Southern took highlighted by runs by Mougey
over at the Wildcats· 35.
and Riffer and ended with
Runs by Riffer and Gene Riffer going over from the
James and passes from Hart one. Mougey's extra point atto John Ference moved Southern inside the Wildcat 10 before the offense bogged down.
drive ended at the oneyard line.
Minutes later. Southern got
another break when Mitch
Krawczyk pounced on a Northern Michigan fumble at the
opponents' 40-yard line. In the
next three plays. the Salukis
moved to the Wildcats' 27
before the opponents intercepted one of Mougey' s passes.
The score was still close
at the half, Northern Michigan
7, Southern O.
But that score didn't last
long. The Wildcats took over
early in the second half and I
marched from their own 25'
to Southern'S 20-yard line before Tony RichardEon booted

.lA:!

.l

MONTY R1FFER

to end the game in their usual
fashion-losing. This time it
was Nonhern Michigan 24.
Southern 6.
The loss was the seventh in
a row for Southern. which
hasn't won since its first game
of the season. Northern Michigan, meanwhile, boosted its
record to 7-1.
Southern's rushing. Which
had netted minus-12 and nine
yards in the previous two
games. accounted for 138
yards of the Salukis'167-yard
total,
Th~ Salulds' passing. however, was far below par.
Quarterbacks Doug Mougey
and Jim Hart passed for only
29 yards in the game. Hart
completed two of 10 for 14
yards. Mougey threw six times
and
two
of his were
intercepted.
Both teams were plagued
with sputtering offenses at
the start of the game before
the Wildcats finally scored.
With less than two minutes
left in the first quarter, little
Dave Fleet rolled around his
right end and scooted 56 yards
for the game's first touchdown.
Trailing 7 -0, Southern got
its first break early in the
second quarter. With a fourth
down at Southern's 49-yard

1M Officialsto Meet

a ~~d r~o~i~~e~a:fet~~ ~~i~d
quarter and the first half of
the fourth were uneventful as
neither team could click on
offense. Northern Michigan
Droke the drought In the
game's last seven minutes.
however. with a 52-yard
scoring pass from quarterback Bill Sauter to Fleet. The
play capped a 90-yard drive
and put the Wildcats ahead
17-0.
The Wildcats scored again
less than two minutes later
after recovering a fumble on
Southern's first play from
scrimmage after the kickoff.
Taking over at the SIU IS,
Fleet carried twice for short
gains before Sauter passed to
Dennis Porter in the end zone
to make it 24-0.
Taking over after the kick-

-
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S.I.U.
Sweatshirt

$2.79 at
Jim's

Murdole Shopping Center

• RED AND GOLDEN DELICIOUS APPLES
eWINESAPS - area's best winter keepers
eBITTERSWEET - beautiful winter bouquets
eAPPLE CIDER - not pasteurized
eHONEY -comb and extracted

McGUIRE'S FRUIT FARM
8 mi. south of Carbondol •• U.S. 51

tempt was blocked and Southern trailed 24-6 with only
40 seconds remaining.
Southern almost scored
again in the final seconds
after Fleet fumbled Ralph Galloway's kickoff. On the first
play from scrimmage, Mougey
fired to Bill Blanchard in the
end zone. but Northern Michigan's Bruce Newman snatched
the ball to foil Southern's
attempt.
Besides being the seventh
rs_tr_a_ig_h_t_lo_s_s_f_o_r_th_e,..s_a_lu_k_i_S,;,,'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,.

Spee~

OPEN 24 HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK

CAMPUS SHOPPING CENTER
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FOR SALE

FOR PARTIES INDOORS OR OUT

1965 BSA SClO Coc. - must sell

Blue CB 160. 2 months old, 2200
m;les. Slightly modified for fa",
lOad wo.k. $.490 or off••• 684-

R_m, mol ... 21 ye ...s "f age. 710
W. College. Cooking privileges.
243

NO JO B TOO LARGE
OR TOO SMALL
SOU"'D RENTALS FROM

1965 B.idgestone90 tlOil scramb-

1940 Plymouth 4-daar sed .... ex.
cellent condition, lust 0 ....•

Selectric typing. carbon ribbon.

1936 fiberglass Plymouth c:aupe,
less engine.Set.up forNHRAB/G

1965 BSA 500<:e. Excellent con·
ditian. Sell rea_obi .. Will talo:e

MayJield Sound Service

,,===:C:a:I:1:4:57:,:406:3===:
uLe Bon Mot

de SIU"

Intramural basketball officials will meet at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in the Arena for
an interpretation meeting. according to Glenn (Abe) Martin.
head of intramural athletics.
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AI_, hat....d parts for late Fords.
Call Mike. 549.4159.
241
1964 Honda 90. Excell.nt con.
dition. Red. $285. Call 549~B

;!~.bikEI:;tr~cade~~:~ y~:::

t-------------1
684-6754.

242

Get $5.00 trad .. in on you. old
Summer coat for" new heavy -Mn.
;:~.d:l: at the Squlr. Shop Lt49

229
HELP WANTED
We need one creative, but straight
thinking man (0. woman) for an
odvertising layout position. Ex.
peri ... ee in advllrtising quite

~:lps~:~s,YO:nctl:L.:t';:":~':i,::

~"""""~I t-1-96-5-~-~-k-I-2-~--ec-.--E-xc-e-II-...-,~--------------~ :~:er~vTra~:g~:~~~~~~~t
condition. Black. 3000 miles.
$580 o. best oHe•• Call S...., 457.
n60 ofte. 10 p.m. 516 S. Poplar.
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HEAD TO THE EAST GA TE FOR

j'RED CAR PET"

CL EA NJNG
SERVI CE

1961 Po.sche Supe. 90 Roodster.
Blue with maroon ;nte.io •• Call
John at 549-4391.
250

ately. Afternoons. Call Ran Ge..
key. 453-2354 at the Doily Egypt.
Ion k _. interview.
213
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500 miles. Tum signals, mirrors.
must sell. Contact Bill at 549,
1859.
247

1965 B.idgestone trail 90. 400
miles - 6 _eks old. Can't meet
:,ay~;;U~ike new. Call ~~

ar
$li1v5OingmoacnttihVliyt.ieCS.aISftI3..Je T.P t-2~
48...
,.,
College men, 18.25. International

Heater, automatic, portable, 220.
240 volts, thermostat, heat levels
10, 250 and 16,400 BTU's, fanforc.d, circulates 250 cu. ft. air
pe. min. $25.00 Phone 549,3802.
244
6~cc. T.iumph; c ...cIy.apple .ed.

B.idge,.ton. cycles _ 5O-175cCo
Have 1965 demonstrator 90 trail,
$310. Contact ..Ott.... • at Uni.
versify City, building 609. room
117.
2S4

academic year. Five positions
.... available with pn>sped of
full.time summer empleyment H
qualified, For ..,poin""...', call
549-3319 Letw_ 10 a.m....d 12
p.m. Tuesday o. Wednesday only.
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Paul Kline, 608 ". Carico St.,
phone 457-7213.
248
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sell cheap. Call Ted. 457.79:~i t-----..;.;.;~;;..:;;:;.-.---__tf--..:.::.:.:....:.:=.:.:...:...::.:.:.:=-T _ _ four persons to tak. ave.
Safety first driver's training
1951 Harley Davidson 3 wit_I
contrac' of private house back of
specialists. State Ilcensed, carli.
moto.cycle. $225 or best aU...
Murdale. Now or for winter term.
fied instrvctors. Ouestion: Do
Se. George, Malibu Village, T.ail.
Call 549.2895.
233
you wGftt to lecrn to drive? Call
~e_r_"_0.__
37_._--'_ _ _ _ _230_+----=-':"":"-:-::-:-::-----1 549-4213, Box 933. Co.bondale

• DRY CLEANING
• SHIRT SERVICE

• LAUNDRY

EAST GATE CLEANERS
WALL AT WAl,NUT

SIU NMU
First downs
10
14
Rushing yardage
138
177
Passing yardage
29
131
Pass completions 3-16 8-11
Punting average 33.7 38.5

r-----------..

___ --~

-*~

r

it was also their 12th loss in
the last 13 games. Southern
now has only two games left
this season, next week with
unbeaten Ball State. and the
following week with twicebeaten Southwest Missouri.
STATISTICS

PH. 9-4221

6

Apartment for fou •• Men or _men.
Call 457-6286 after 5 p.m.
245

I"f<.rmatian, contact Jack 5.......

~9~31~ E. College, Rm. 1:5
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Weapons Must Be Registered
With Student Affairs Office

Motorcycle Club Is Formed;
Will Affiliate With National
The Southern Riders Association was formed Sunday at
. a meeting of over 300 motorcyclists, local law enforcement officials, and representatives of . the American
Motorcycle Association.
It was decided at the meeting to affiliate the campus
orga.,ization with the American Motorcycle Association.
The decision to affiliate with
the AMA came after Jesse
Tettaton, district commisSioner of the national organization, explained the purpose
of the organization and its
interest in the problems of
SIU cyclists.
The Star of Egypt Motorcycle Club volunteered to pay
the Southern Riders Association's AMA chO!rter fee.
Following speeches by student government officials and
cyclists concerning the need
to organize such a group, the

meeting was opened to discussion.
During the discussion, Joseph F. Zaleski, coordinator
and assistant dean of Student
General Affairs, said that he
had recently recommended
that motorcycles be banned at
SiU but his recommendation
was not upheld.
Thomas L. Leffler of the
Security. Office has agreed to
be fiscal officer of the group.
Raymond Vaughn,_. reSident
counselor at Thompson Point
and instructor in management,
will be faculty adviser.
Officers were elected after
the meeting to serve for. the
remainder of fall quarter.
They are Larry Lindauer,
president; Kathy Lindauer,
secretU'y; Neil MCQUarrie,
road captain: and Fred Beyer.
referee.
The temporary directors
are Frank Koncewicz. Mike

Salukis Win lO-Mile Relay;
Event Called Great Success
Thp- first annual two-man
10-mile relay was heldSaturday in MCAndrew Stadium, and
termed a great success by
Coach Lew HartzOg.
The event, in which the University of Kentucky varsity
and track club teams competed against the SIU varsity,
freshman squad and the Saluki
Track Club, is a grueling
test in which two-man teams
must run a total of 10 miles
in altP.rnate quarter-mile
runs.
The freshman team of Jeff
Rodgers and Oscar Moore
jumped to an early lead of 10
yards, which was increased to
about 60 yards at thl:> halfway
mark.
At tbat time, John Trowbridge and Al Ackman of the
SIU varsity began to close in
slowly. and with two miles
remaining, they had only 20

yards left to catch the leaders.
With one mile remaining,
the Trowbridge-Ackman team
took the lead, and won the event
witb an overall time of 44
minutes. 5 seconds.
Rodgers and Moore finished
a close second. with an overall
time of 44 Ddnutes, 21
seconds.
The University of Kentucky
placed third with its varsity
team of Dan Dusch and Jim
Gallagher
clocldng
45
minutes, 3 and 5/10 seconds.
Tom Curry and Jack Leydig
of SIU were fourth with an
overall time of 45 minutes,14
and 7/10 seconds.

Students Offered
Dental Cleaning

Hartzog said that the 400
spectators on hand were
"amazed" because the event
is usually not so competitive.
He said that "the times
recorded between the first
and last-place teams are
usually four or five minutes.
and not so close as they were
Saturday."
Because of the success of
the event,. Hartzog plans to
make it an annual affair open
to other schools, and he
added that the University of
Kentucky has already accepted an invitation to return next year.

Students may have their
teeth cleaned without charge
at VTI's dental hygiene clinic.
Ex-rays, which will be sent
to the student's dentist upon
request, and patient E:ducation
are also available, according
to Karl Keen Webber, associate professor of dental hygiene.
Appointments can be made
for Monday, Wednesday or
Friday from 9 a.m. to noon
and from I to 4 p.m. The
clinic is also open from I
to " p.m. on Tuesday and
from 9 a.m. to noon on Thursday.
StudentS should telephone
68-20 for appointments. Before the work can be performed, students must present their identification cards.
Transportation to VTI is
provided by University buses
leaving from the parking area
near the old Health Service
building.

THOMAS LEFFLER

Sammet, Keitb McQuarrie.
Don Sieveking, Ernest Chaloupka and Beyer.
One of the first club activities proposed is a parade
of all SIU cyclists in downtown Carbondale' to acquaint
motorists With the fact tbat
motorcycles exist in Carbondale in great numbers.
This. however, is not definite and Will be decided at
an officers meeting Wednesday night.
The next club meeting will
be on Nov. 21.

In 1955, an SIU student was
accidentally killed with another student's gun which resulted in the regulation:
"Students may not have
firearms or lethal weapons
in their possession while in
attendance at the University."
However, in 1959. the following was added to the regulation: I I • • • except as provided
for by an authorized University representative in the Office of Student Affairs:'
The change in regulations
came, because. In the words
of Joseph Zaleskl. assistant
dean of men at that time:
"We felt it was unrealistic
to forbid students the right to
hunt in the middle of a natural
~~~.p'aradise like Southern
SIU"s program of gun
storage is one of few in the
rlation. Most other schools
merely ignore the presence
of firearms on their campuses
or oudaw them altogethE:r.
Students with firearms at
SIU must register their arms
at the Office ofStuder:t General
Affairs. indicating the type and

serial
r.umber of their
weapons.
Students must store their
firearms in areas not in their
immediate control. and regulated by the person in charge
of their residences.
If no one is in charge of the
residence or if the person in
charge will not take the responsibility fOl control of the
weapons, students must place
:heir weapons at the Security
Office.
A weapon may be checked
out for cleaning. hunting or
target shooting only, and the
student must proceed direcdy
to the area in which he Intends
to .. se the weapon. After use.
it must be brought directly
back to the storage area.
Failure to adhere to the
firearm regulations, or violations of state or federal hun!ing regulations, wfa result in
loss of firearm privileges.
Sloop Wltb

DAILY EGYPTIAN
Advel'tiaers

Finishing fifth was the
Kentucky team of Jerry White
and Terry Gallagher, with a
time of 45 minutes, 31 and
1/10 seconds.

TRYOUR

BIG POOR BOY
SANDWICH

bocame~ga"",

''Wbon M..-j ond Pet<
\
'-;,
Pete started right in planning for their future.
Cne of the things he did was take out a College Life policy
-THE BENEFACTOR.
"That was 12 years ago. Last week I read in the alumni
news that Pete is gone. But Pete's planning is paying
oft' for Marj and the kids. A11 of Pete's College .Life
insurant"e won't cost them one penny because ...

All BENEFACTOR premium
payments are refunded as an extra
benefit if death occurs within 20 years.
"Pretty nice extra, isn't it? But this refu1Id of premium it;
jU!lt one of nine big benefits you get with THE BENE}o'ACTOR"
You get more for your money from College Life's
BI-;NE}o'ACTOR because College Life insures only college
num and "ollege men are preferrP.d risks_
(;,,' thl' compl.,te BENEF.4TTUR story from your local
('o/h,ge Ufe represetltlltit'e_·

60(
INCLUDES 1/4 LB PURE
GROUND BEEF, FRENCH
FRIES & COLESLAW
LITTLE BROWN JUG
119 N. Washingtor;

'The Jriginal and
Only Life Insurance
Company Serving
College Men Only

CRAZY HORSE
BILLIARDS ROOill

Campus Shopping Center

PAUL WONNELi.
457-6297

P.O. BOX 981 CARBONDALE

GEORGI! KOKOS
457-8058

